
MORE ON FIRST LEGO LEAGUE
COMPETITION:
Each year in late August, FIRST LEGO League releases a new 

Each Challenge has three parts: the Robot Game, the Project, 
and the FIRST LEGO League Core Values:

     PROJECT
Teams are challenged to learn more about the science
behind the real-world Challenge theme and use their
creativity to design a solution (or modify an existing solution) 
o solve the problem.

     ROBOT GAME
The teams are required to build and program an autonomous
(no remote control) LEGO MINDSTORMS robot that can
perform theme-based “mission” tasks on a table-top playing

transport, and deliver objects. The more missions completed,
the more points teams will earn.

     CORE VALUES
While teams work on the Project and Robot Game, they are 
guided by the FIRST LEGO League Core Values. This set of
values is what makes this competition so special.  Teams are
encouraged to compete like crazy but while still respecting
their teammates, coaches, and even help their “competitors.” 
Here at STEP Computer Academy, our most important
Core Value is “Have FUN!”

COMPETITIVE ROBOTICS (FLL)
CURRICULUM

COURSE OVERVIEW:
This course is built around the excitement of a robotics
competition project. Kids will work as a team to build
their own robots and solve engineering challenges. 
They will improve their skills in a dynamic and engaging
environment to ultimately compete and win robotics
competitions organized by FIRST® LEGO League.

for kids ages 9-14

WHAT KIDS WILL LEARN IN
THIS COURSE:
     How to build LEGO Mindstorms robots and use its
     sensors (color, ultrasonic, gyro)
     Basic programming
     Data types, variables
     Logic operators: AND, OR, XOR, NOT

     Robot’s motors and sensors programming
     Basic physics: power, mass, gears, etc.
     Advanced algorithms that enable robots to complete
     all tasks in competition in an optimal manner
     How to work as a team
     Strategy planning and brainstorming
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